
PIRELLI 
ROSSO CORSA
Pirelli extol the 
versatility of the Rosso 
Corsa, with a good 
blend of lean and grip. 
The rear uses a 
Bi-Compound that 
di� erentiates the 
behaviour of the grip 
available at the centre 
and edge of the tyre.
Ideal Contour Shaping 
(ICS) provides a large 
footprint under 
acceleration, and it is 
constructed using an H 
Shaped Bead (to 
support the sidewall) 
and a High 
Performance Single 
Cord that uses 
di� erent tension, 
spacing and sti� ness 
depending on its 
position on the tyre. 
The tread pattern has 
a seven per cent land/
sea ratio, with 100 per 
cent slick at maximum 
lean. A central rib 
allows more rubber 
contact for improved 
straightline stability.  
Pirelli claim the front’s 
compound is 
developed from WSB 
feedback, and provides 
support under heavy 
braking with reinforced 
carbon black and 
resins involved. The 
rear has three zones to 
combine mileage on 
road and feeling on 
track. The central zone 
is from the original 
Rosso, while the 
shoulder has improved 
resins and plasticisers 
for optimal  wet and 
dry grip. 

Available sizes
120/60ZR17
120/70ZR17
160/60ZR17
180/55ZR17
190/50ZR17
190/55ZR17

Weight
Front: 4.19kg
Rear: 6.23kg (190-section)

Time
Wednesday 3.50pm

Temperatures
Ambient: 23
Track: 33

Pressures
Front: 31psi
Rear: 28psi
Hot Rear: 34psi

Tyre Temperature
Front (right/left): 68/67
Rear (right/left): 101/83

Stiffness
Front: 56 Shore A
Rear: 48 Shore A 

The tyre graveyard

The superbly versatile Rosso Corsa 
was my tyre of 2010, clocking up 
several thousand miles and a few 
trackdays without much grumble. 
Value for money? Checkity check.
Pirelli is almost cheating by 

having a harder middle compound mated 
to a Supercorsa shoulder compound, 
creating a magical mix of longevity and 
thrills. They don’t take long to warm-up 
considering its sporting pedigree, and 
there’s no release agent pulling pranks.

The front felt like one of the best 
road-based tyres out there, in terms of 
outright grip and boundaries, relentlessly 
dependable on or off the throttle and allowing 
unfathomable quantities of trail braking. 

The rear was hovering around 100 degrees 
during both sessions and acceleration grip levels 
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Pirelli
rosso corsa dropped dramatically after just eight laps – massive 

levels of grip degradation is accepted to be part of 
the Pirelli ethos. It’s side grip and mid-corner where 
the grip drop-off is noticeable, but the Rosso Corsa 
still has the ability to drive with with mediocre 

lean. And being a Pirelli, you get a soft 
sidewall and carcass, with plenty of 

friendly fl ex and ample feedback. You 
know exactly what’s going on below.

The pair team-up for a quick steering 
set of hoops, while remaining perfectly 
neutral and precise. Some tyres sacrifi ce 

pace in slower or faster bends, whereas the 
RC rampantly boogies. 

The turn-in ability works with you and is a 
perfect inbetweener of a fl atter profi le and race 
rubber. It’s the road tyre that thinks it’s a race tyre, 
or should that be the other way round? Either way, 
it’s good news all round with the Rosso Corsa.

 The pair team-up for a quick steering set of hoops, 
while remaining perfectly neutral and precise”
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Available sizes
120/60ZR17
120/70ZR17
160/60ZR17
180/55ZR17
190/50ZR17
190/55ZR17

Weight
Front: 4.19kg

Rear: 6.08kg (180-section)

Time
Wednesday 3.50pm

Temperatures
Ambient: 23

Track: 33

Pressures
Front: 31psi
Rear: 28psi

Hot Rear: 35psi

Tyre Temperature
Front (right/left): 65/65
Rear (right/left): 94/77

Stiffness
Front: 54 Shore A
Rear: 48 Shore A 

Pirelli
rosso corsa

warm up 8 feel a little harsh during the first few 
corners but never threatening.

turn in 8 along with conti, it’s the fastest 
steering road tyre. very assuring, too.

side grip 8 soft carcass moves when the heat gets 
turned up. otherwise stable and gluey.

acceleration grip 7 getting the bike upright sooner helps 
with traction. very soft on the side.

braking stability 8 multi-compound helps stability in a 
straight line. heavy feeling on the side.

consistency 7 rear struggled with temperature and 
excesss carcass squirm. front lovely.

heat cycle na look right...

overall 8 there’s not much to moan about. still 
one of the most versatile tyres alive.
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PIRELLI ROSSA CORSA mins mph seconds force (g) seconds seconds degrees degrees mph seconds

bmw s 1000 rr 1:21.060 151.64 4.062 0.97 15.510 14.063 44.0 43.1 42.08 9.739
kawasaki zx-6r 1:24.670 131.55 4.253 0.91 15.251 14.264 43.6 42.8 42.21 8.688
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bmw s 1000 rr
alastair ‘a-force’ fagan

8 even and constant, they don’t need much. 
half a lap and you can start upping speed.

8 very positive going into a turn, quick for a 
road tyre, but never flighty.

8 no grumbles at all, did what i asked of it, 
felt i could have asked for more, too.

8 good until they get really hot. lots of 
warning with slides, just can’t tap it early.

8 felt very secure going into bottom left. 
stable elsewhere, planted feeling.

7 front doesn’t complain, but rear gets hot 
and starts moving around. 

na dunlop’s tyre techs wouldn’t let us out 
again with so little left on the pads!

8 liked the tight stuff and confident in the 
quicker bits too. works with you.
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kawasaki zx-6r
simon ‘rootsy’ roots

Thanks to a courier trying to deliver 
on a bank holiday, we turned up at 
Mireval short of a rear. A few phone 
calls later and it was winging its 
way through France, but we had to 
wait until the last session of 

the entire test to put it through its paces.
Al and I made a note to keep it steady 

because we were now off the race 
rubber and onto something with more 
road-biased intentions – but we needn’t 
have worried. In almost ideal tyre testing 
conditions, the Rosso Corsas shone in 
almost every respect. Brake pad issues 
meant that we couldn’t have a second shot on 
them, but we’ve never had an issue with them 
going off in the past.

The stand out feature for me was the way these 
tyres steered. I was able to put the bike where I 
wanted, when I wanted. With bags of feel from the 

fl exible sidewalls and a profi le that encourages 
quick steering, the front felt absolutely planted. 
Lean levels felt like they were down from the race 
stuff we’d been on all day, but it’s hardly straggling 
at the back. Braking felt good, with the bike 

controlling the front well – with the proviso 
that I may have knocked it down a notch 

given the state of the pads.
I have no complaints from the rear, 

either. I felt there was a moments 
hesitation on throttle pick-up to allow 
the road-biased compounds to grip at 

slightly more upright levels, but it seemed 
that heat build-up did turn itself into a few 

slides towards the end of the session – much like 
the Avon Xtremes (that also displayed hot internal 
temperatures). They issued loads of warning that 
things were about to protest, and having got this far 
in the test I wasn’t about to risk any more for the 
sake of another half second. What a way to fi nish.

  With bags of feel from the fl exible sidewalls, 
the Rosso Corsa front felt absolutely planted  ”

� PRICE
£110 FRONT, £139/£149 REAR

� CONTACT
WWW.PIRELLI.COM
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